Context. At super-Eddington rates accretion flows onto black holes have been described as slim (aspect ratio H/R 1) or thick (H/R > 1) discs, also known as tori or (Polish) doughnuts. The relation between the two descriptions has never been established, but it was commonly believed that at sufficiently high accretion rates slim discs inflate, becoming thick. Aims. We wish to establish under what conditions slim accretion flows become thick. Methods. We use analytical equations, numerical 1+1 schemes, and numerical radiative MHD codes to describe and compare various accretion flow models at very high accretion rates. Results. We find that the dominant effect of advection at high accretion rates precludes slim discs becoming thick. Conclusions. At super-Eddington rates accretion flows around black holes can always be considered slim rather than thick.
Introduction
At high accretion rates discs around compact bodies cease to be thin 1 . When radiation provides the dominant pressure and opacities are mainly due to electron scattering, the thin-disc equations imply that the disc thickness increases linearly with the accretion rate H(R) ∝Ṁ (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973; Frank et al. 2002) , where H(R) is the disc semi-thickness at the distance R from the centre. Hence the general belief that with increasing accretion rates discs become very thick: they are tori rather than discs. Such accretion flows are supposed to be described adequately only by 2D or 3D structures, contrary to thin discs whose properties (including the observed ones) are depicted very well by a (1 + 1)D formalism.
However, this conclusion might be not self-consistent because it follows from the thin-disc equations in which H/R 1 is assumed and O(H/R) terms omitted. In particular the (proportional to the radial velocity) terms corresponding to advection are neglected. Taking these terms into account, as required for consistency, modifies the conclusions about the disc thickness at high accretion rates. This can be clearly seen in the case of advection-dominated accretion flows, known as slim discs in the optically thick case, and as ADAFs when accretion flows are optically thin.
The disc thickness depends mainly on temperature through the speed of sound c s , since H/R ≈ c s /v K , where v K is the Keplerian velocity. Therefore the disc thickness is determined by the efficiency of the cooling mechanism. Efficiently cooled optically e-mail: lasota@iap.fr 1 In this article accretion discs are called thin if their aspect ratio satisfies H/R 1. Discs satisfying H/R 1 and H/R > 1 are called slim and thick, respectively thick discs are geometrically thin, but for both low and high accretion rates radiative cooling might not be efficient enough to ensure the geometrical thinness of the accretion flow. At low accretion rates, optically thin, gas-pressure dominated flows cannot be assumed to be geometrically thin; the same is true of highluminosity (close to Eddington luminosity L E = 4πGMc/κ es , where M is the mass of the accreting object and κ es the electronscattering opacity coefficient), radiation-pressure dominated accretion configurations when opacity is mainly due to electron scattering. In such cases H/R 1 is no longer satisfied and the 1+1 scheme not strictly valid. One can, however, still try to use such a scheme to describe accretion flows as long as H/R 1. In this case one should take into account the O(H/R) terms that are dropped in the thin-disc approximation. This means taking advection of energy and the advective terms in the momentum conservation equation into account (which in the thin-disc approximation reduces to Ω = Ω K , where Ω is the angular velocity and Ω K its Keplerian form). Begelman (1979) found that photontrapping, related to (but not identical to) advection plays an important role in the super-Eddington regime and allows (contrary to a wide-spread prejudice) for limitless rates of accretion onto a black hole.
Using a non-α viscosity prescription, Ichimaru (1977) was the first to study optically thin advection-dominated accretion flows, later named ADAFs which, in the framework of the α-prescription, have been investigated in Narayan & Yi (1994 and Abramowicz et al. (1995) . In the case of optically thick discs, Paczyński & Bisnovatyi-Kogan (1981) were the first to solve accretion disc equations including advective terms, but they restricted themselves to the H/R 1 case. The slim (H/R 1) disc case has been addressed and solved by Abramowicz et al. (1988) . In all these models a 1+1 scheme was Sadowski et al. (2011); Sadowski (2011); Dotan & Shaviv (2011) the vertical and radial slim-disc structures have been coupled in a "pseudo-2D" approximation. (see also Abolmasov & Chashkina 2015, for a "complementary" approach) .
On the other hand there exists a class of accretion flow solutions for which H/R > 1. Various versions of these models are known as accretion tori, Polish doughnuts or fat discs (see Abramowicz 2005 , and references therein). Such structures are supposed to correspond to super-Eddington luminosities. Indeed, for non-selfgravitating accretion discs the effective (tidal) gravitational force at the surface must be larger than the radiative force (Abramowicz 2005 ):
where m p is the proton mass, σ T the Thomson scattering crosssection, and the inner-boundary condition factor f = 1 − in / , where and in are respectively the specific angular momentum and its value at the inner boundary. From Eq.
(1) it is easy to obtain
where η ∼ 0.1 is the gravitational efficiency,Ṁ E = 4πGM/ηcκ es the Eddington accretion rate, κ es the electron-scattering opacity, and R S = 2GM/c 2 the Schwarzschild radius. Clearly, Eq. (2) implies that for super-Eddington accretion ratesṀ >Ṁ E accretion flows must be "fat", at least close to the black hole 2 . However, this is true only if the flow is radiatively efficient because in writing the right hand side of Eq. (1) one assumes that viscous heating is equal to radiative cooling. In advection-dominated flows this is not the case and the rhs of Eq. (1) should be multiplied by the radiative efficiency which, in the case of slim discs or ADAFs, can be much lower than one. Since at high accretion rates advection is important, this leaves open the question of how thick realistic accretion flows can be or, in other words: can one transform a slim disc into a thick disc by increasing the accretion rate?
The aim of the present article is to answer this question by investigating how well various approximate schemes describe an accretion flow whose geometrical thinness is not a priori assumed. In Sect. 2 we use a simple analytical model to show that in (totally) advection-dominated flows the disc height is independent of the accretion rate. The same is true of ADAFs. It is different from the case of the radiation-pressure, electron-scattering dominated Shakura-Sunyaev solution in which H ∼Ṁ. In Sect. 3 we show that also for numerical slim-disc solutions with coupled vertical and radial structures, H is independent of the accretion rate. We show in Sect. 4 that the recently obtained axisymmetric global General Relativistic Radiation Magnetohydrodynamical (GRRMHD) solutions (Sadowski et al. 2015a) , for which no assumption about the value of H/R is made, are also radiatively inefficient at very high accretion rates and can be considered to be slim (H/R 1) discs. In Sect. 5 we discuss the relations between fat discs (Polish doughnuts) and advection dominated flows. Sect. 6 contains a discussion of the implications of our results and Sect. 7 our conclusions. 2 For very low accretion rates, Rees et al. (1982) suggested the existence of optically-thin, radiatively inefficient, ion-supported tori, whose rotational energy is extracted by large-scale magnetic fields.
In advection-dominated accretion flows H/R is constant
It is rather straightforward to show (in the 1+1 framework) that in advection-dominated accretion flows (ADAFs and slim discs) the aspect ratio H/R at a given distance R must be constant, independent of the accretion rate. For simplicity but without loss of generality we assume that the black hole is non-rotating and use the "pseudo-Newtonian" approximation of Paczyński & Wiita (1980) .
In the case of a non-rotating black hole, the vertically integrated hydrostatic equation leads to Lasota 2015 )
whereṁ =Ṁ/Ṁ E , η = 1/16 is the pseudo-Newtonian efficiency of accretion. We assume a polytropic relation between the vertical profiles of p and ρ. The disc semi-thickness z = H corresponds to the location of ρ = p = 0 and b is a constant defined through
⊥ , where P is the vertically integrated pressure, Σ is the surface density, Ω ⊥ is the vertical epicyclic frequency (see Eqs. (15) and (16)). For a polytropic index N=3 one has b=1/3. Hence h ρ = bH, where
is the density scale height 3 . The properties of the disc thickness are then determined by the functionṁ(Σ) which, when plotted on the Σ −ṁ -plane, forms S -shaped curves representing disc thermal equilibria.
Let us assume first that the accretion flow is radiationpressure dominated and that the opacity is solely due to electron scattering. This regime corresponds to high-rate accretion onto black holes (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973) . Using the Paczyński & Wiita (1980) pseudo-Newtonian potential and the vertically integrated formalism of Sadowski et al. (2011) , the energy conservation equation can be written as
In this equation
is the viscous heating term (per unit surface), with
The first rhs term
3 In GRRMHD simulations (see Sect. 4) h ρ is calculated in spherical coordinates as
where g θθ is the θθ component of the metric tensor g µν . Time averaged data are used to perform the integral.
Article number, page 2 of 8 J.-P. Lasota et al.: The slimming effect of advection on black-hole accretion flows represents advective "cooling". The parameter ξ is defined through:
where P = P r is the vertically integrated total pressure (in our case equal to the integrated radiative pressure P r ). Q − corresponds to radiative cooling. The form of this term depends on the disc plasma microphysics. For an electronscatterring-opacity dominated, "optically thick" 4 disc it can be written as 5 .
(Sadowski 2011, where T c is the mid-plane temperature) which, in the radiation-pressure dominated case, becomes
where I 4 = 128/315 (Sadowski 2011 ). The energy equation takes then the form
which is a third order equation forṁ 1/2 in terms of Σ. In the case of one-temperature, bremsstrahlung cooled ADAFs the analogous equation (differing only in the cooling term) is quadratic inṁ (Eq. 5 in Abramowicz et al. 1995) . (For a simple version of Eqs. 11 and the corresponding ADAF equations see Lasota 2015) .
High and lowṁ solutions of Eq. (11) correspond to advection-dominated flows:
-slim discs at high column densities (high optical depths); -ADAFs at low column densities (low optical depths).
In the case of ADAFs there exists a maximum allowed ratė m ∼ α 2 above which no optically thin solution exists. On the other hand there is minimum accretion rate for the slim disc solutions (see e.g. Chen et al. 1995) below which the last two terms of Eq. (11) dominate and one obtains the ("inner-region") Shakura-Sunyaev solution. For this solutionṁ ∼ Σ −1 hence the disc thickness, H ∼ṁ, increases with accretion rate.
In advection-dominated solutionsṁ ∼ Σ so from Eq. (3) H/R = const., independent of the accretion rate. Since c s ∼ H this is also true for the speed of sound. (In the self-similar solutions of , this corresponds to the constant √ c 3 .) Therefore once they become advection-dominated, accretion flows stop inflating with increasing accretion rate.
The black solid line in Figure 1 shows the relative density scale height h ρ /R for Keplerian discs in the Paczyński & Wiita (1980) potential, for R = 30M (in what follows distances are expressed in geometrical units, i.e., with G = c = 1). The solution has ξ = 1, α = 0.01 and M = 10M . At the lowest accretion rates the aspect ratio h ρ /R grows slowly (to the Fig. 1 . Aspect ratio h ρ /R as a function of accretion rateṁ. Solid black line: Calculated at R = 30M for the analytical model described in Section 2 assuming M = 10M , ξ = 1 and α = 0.01. Markers: The corresponding aspect ratio for numerical slim disc solutions (blue diamonds, Section 3) and GRRMHD simulations (orange circles, Section 4). power 1/5) withṁ: this corresponds to the lower, gas-pressure dominated Shakura-Sunyaev solutions. Then h ρ /R grows almost linearly withṁ for the (unstable) radiation-pressure dominated solutions and h ρ /R ∼ 0.8 on the slim-disc branch, quickly reaching a saturation value for highṁ. This behavior does not depend on the particular radius chosen (or on the mass of the central object).
In Fig. 2 the continuous black line represents the solutions of Eq. (5) for accretion discs in which opacity is dominated by electron scattering. The two upper branches correspond to the solutions of the Eq. (11), the uppermost one corresponding to slim-disc solutions. The lowest branch is gas-pressure dominated and is not described by (11) but represents the middle-region solution of Shakura & Sunyaev. The lines represent thermal equilibria calculated using the Paczyński-Wiita potential, assuming a Keplerian flow, ξ = 1. The black hole mass is M = 10M .
Since h ρ /R depends on ξ and Ω/Ω K , models assuming them to be equal to one could be excessively simple, since e.g. asṁ increases and advection starts to dominate (the slim-disc branch) the flow becomes sub-or super Keplerian depending on the value of α and radius. However, using numerical simulations (see below), we checked that these effects do not make much difference and the idealized model gives a pretty accurate description of the S -curves. (see Fig. 2 ).
One can conclude therefore that a slim, advection-dominated flow never becomes thick or fat, whatever the accretion rate. The same is true of ADAFs. This is the simple consequence of the fact that since, in this approximation, all the energy gets advected, not only nothing is left to be radiated away, but also nothing is left to inflate the disc. The question is how "realistic" are such "totally advection-dominated flows" (TADAF). We study this problem in the following sections.
Slim discs
The numerical solutions of stationary (optically thick) slim discs that we use in this work were developed in Sadowski (2009 Sadowski ( , 2011 as a "1+1" approach to solve the conservation laws equations in general relativity. An a priori vertical distribution of density and pressure was assumed in order to vertically integrate the disc quantities; the resulting ordinary differential equations were then solved numerically in order to obtain the radial dependency of the physical parameters of the disc.
Details of the general relativistic model, as well as of numerical techniques, are presented in Sadowski (2009 Sadowski ( , 2011 . Here we present only the results for a non-rotating BH which are needed for our discussion.
The disc's vertical structure is assumed to obey a relation p = Kρ 1+1/N , where p is the disc pressure, ρ is its rest-mass density, and N = 3. The vertical equilibrium equation is then written as
and gives
where z = H determines the location of disc surface, and Ω ⊥ is the vertical epicyclic frequency of geodesic motion (for zero BH spin, Ω ⊥ = Ω K ). The temperature profile is assumed to follow (Sadowski 2011 )
The assumed polytropic "equation of state" for the vertical structure implies that the disc has a well-defined "edge" at z = H. At this height (which depends on radius), ρ = p = T = 0.
Having the vertical profiles, the slim-disc model uses vertically integrated quantities such as P =
ρdz which satisfy mass, momentum, angular momentum and energy conservation laws. Vertical integration of Eq. (12) implies that P and Σ obey the vertical hydrostatic equilibrium equation
with b 2 = 1/(2N + 3) (Sadowski 2011 ). The scale height of the disc is, of course, smaller than H. A good definition of a scale height, taking into account the vertical distribution of matter and/or pressure, should give a reasonable measure of the disc thickness. We consider the density scale height h ρ (Eq. 4) as a good estimate of the scale height, since it takes into account the variance of the density distribution. It can be shown that, for the above vertical profiles, h ρ = bH (independent of N), and then
The general form of the conservation laws (in Kerr geometry) is described in Sadowski (2011) . For a Schwarzschild black hole we find, as expected, that local properties are well described by the Paczyński-Wiita potential in regions not too close to the black hole. In particular, theṁ-Σ relation was recovered for different values of the radial coordinate. Figure 2 shows one of these S -curves, for a Schwarzschild black hole of mass M = 10M and for a radius R = 30M. The red dots correspond to numerical slim-disc solutions constructed for α = 0.01 and clearly form an S -curve, ranging from the lower (stable) gas-pressure dominated Shakura-Sunyaev branch to the (middle) ShakuraSunyaev radiation-pressure dominated solutions and the upper slim-disc branch. Comparison with analytical Keplerian pseudoNewtonian S -curves (with ξ = 1, black line in Fig. 2) shows reasonable agreement. The analytical S -curve has also ξ = 1, Ω/Ω K = 1. Green crosses: obtained from the Paczyński-Wiita potential but with the same ξ, Ω/Ω K values as the corresponding slim-disc simulations. Although the black line does deviate from the red points, we see that when the above corrections are taken into account, the analytical pseudo-Newtonian slim discs agree with the stationary, general relativistic, "1+1" simulations with great precision.
If one takes into account the non-Keplerianity of orbits and the correct values of ξ given by the simulations, calculated via
one obtains solutions represented by green crosses in Fig. 2 . The agreement is then almost perfect. Therefore the differences between the two approaches are not due directly to relativistic corrections, but result from the non-Keplerian character of the flow and the different values of ξ for each solution. Similar results were obtained for R = 100M. As in the case of analytical solutions the slim-disc numerical model (Abramowicz et al. 1988 ) predicts that the value of the relative disc scale-height h ρ /R will eventually saturate with increasingṁ. Moreover, in the pseudo-Newtonian approximation, the behavior of h ρ /R as a function of R is predicted to follow
obtained from Eqs. (3) and (5) in the advection-dominated branch. This expression would be exactly constant for ξ = 1 and Ω = Ω K . Figure 1 shows the behavior of h ρ /R in numerical solutions of slim discs, for different values ofṁ. As expected, the disc aspect ratio saturates for the highest accretion rates. For the chosen value of α = 0.01, this plateau has h ρ /R ≈ 0.7, thus characterizing a slim disc. The 1+1 numerical scheme preserves the "no inflation with accretion rate property" of slim discs.
Since we use the density scale height to determine the disc thickness, one should be sure that the vertical hydrostatic equilibrium equation used, is an adequate representation of the action of the relativistic tidal "force" on the disc's gas. Gu & Lu (2007) raised doubts about the validity of the vertical equilibrium equation used in the slim disc approach but their worries had been already answered in details by Abramowicz et al. (1997) . There is nothing wrong with the slim-disc vertical equilibrium equation in spherical coordinates. Cylindrical coordinates, however, introduce artificial singularities, noticed by Gu & Lu (2007) , but all slim disc models in the Kerr geometry have been calculated in the spherical coordinates in which the problems discussed in their paper are absent.
Global Radiation -MHD Models
The methods discussed so far make significant assumptions about disc vertical structure and viscosity. They separate the radial and vertical dimensions. Only for very thin discs this is not constraining. To solve geometrically thick accretion flows consistently, one has to perform numerical simulations in at least 2D. It is a relatively simple task for optically thin ADAFs, for which the evolution of gas is independent of the radiative field. In case of optically thick (super-Eddington) discs, however, the radiation field must be evolved in parallel to the gas, as it significantly affects its dynamics. Initial, pioneering work (e.g. Ohsuga et al. 2005 ) used the Newtonian approximation but recently, numerical methods for handling radiation magnetohydrodynamics (RMHD) in general relativity have been developed and applied to global simulations of accretion discs (Fragile et al. 2014; McKinney et al. 2014; Sadowski et al. 2015a) . In this work we use solutions for non-rotating BHs presented in Sadowski et al. (2015a) , who performed axisymmetric, long duration simulations using a mean-field dynamo model to maintain turbulent magnetic field 6 . For a detailed discussion of these simulations we refer the reader to the original paper. Below we only briefly summarize their properties.
The simulations were initiated as equilibrium tori threaded by multiple loops of a weak poloidal field. The Magnetorotational Instability (MRI) quickly breaks the equilibrium and makes the gas and magnetic field turbulent. This leads to reconnections heating the gas, which in turn cools itself emitting photons. Because the simulations were axisymmetric (which allowed for high resolution and long duration), a mean-field model of the magnetic dynamo has been incorporated to prevent the magnetic field from decaying. In this model the poloidal and toroidal components are modified (conserving energy and momentum, and preserving divergence-free condition) to drive the magnetic field towards the prescribed configuration described by the mean magnetic field angle θ ≈ bˆr/bφ = 0.25 and the magnetic to gas pressure ratio β = 0.1. It can be shown that the product of these quantities determines the order of magnitude of the viscosity parameter α = Tˆrφ/P ≈ θβ = 0.025. The actual values of that parameter at radius R = 30M are given in the fourth column of Table 1 .
For our purposes, we consider five models from Sadowski et al. (2015a) that are listed in Table 1 . They all exceed the critical accretion rate and span between 2.1Ṁ Edd and 558.8Ṁ Edd . We have chosen as representative R = 30M because it is well inside the equilibrium region (outflows can be neglected) and far enough from the horizon so that the effects of disc's puffing-up by magnetic support can be neglected (these magnetic effects cannot be represented by the slim-disc approximation). Fig. 3 presents snapshots of the density for the three models with intermediate accretion rates (from top to bottom: 9.6, 24.3, and 73.1Ṁ Edd ). It is clear that higher accretion rates imply higher densities of the gas. The disc density scale height, however, does not increase significantly, despite the order of magnitude difference in accretion rates. This fact is discussed quantitatively below. Fig. 3 . Snapshots of logarithm of density for GRRMHD discs witḣ m = 9.6, 24.3, and 73.1Ṁ Edd . Density is given in g/cm 3 .
We compare those results now with the properties of stationary slim-disc simulations (Section 3). These comparisons are done in two ways: by comparing the disc thickness (described by the h ρ /R ratio), and by comparing locations of the solutions on theṁ-Σ diagram. These comparisons must be qualitative, since the effective value of α varies between GRRMHD solutions (see Table 1 ) and is only of the same order of magnitude as α assumed for the slim discs (α = 0.01). Figure 1 shows the density scale height for slim disc (blue diamonds) and GRRMHD solutions (orange circles). Their respective values are very close and in both cases the disc thickness saturates with accretion rate, i.e., going to highest accretion rate does not make both discs thicker. The difference in the actual values comes from the fact that the slim disc model assumes the vertical structure a priori, which does not exactly reflect the outcome of the turbulent discs. The disc thickness saturation effect is generic, independent of R.
Another way to compare these two models is by means of a localṁ-Σ diagram shown in Fig. 4 corresponding to R = 30M, Table 1 . GRRMHD models (Sadowski et al. 2015a) Nameṁ Σ (g cm −2 ) α r299a0 2.1 8600 0.022 r300a0 9.6 13200 0.047 r301a0 24.3 39400 0.0515 r3015a0 73.1 90000 0.0597 r302a0 558.8 577300 0.081 Σ and α given at R = 30.
zero BH spin, and M = 10M . The previously obtained analytical S -curves (obtained from the Paczyński-Wiita potential assuming Keplerian angular velocity and ξ = 1 ) are shown with solid lines, and numerical slim disc solutions with red points. The GRRMHD solutions discussed in this section are denoted by blue crosses and show proportionality between the accretion rate and local surface density, which is a characteristic feature of the top, advection-dominated branch (see Sect. 2). What is more, these points lie almost on top of the slim disc solutions (red dots). This (almost) exact correspondence is, to some extent, a coincidence because the effective viscosity parameters in the two-dimensional, GRRMHD simulations are not exactly equal to the value assumed in the slim disc solutions (α = 0.01).
However, since α does not vary much (it is consistent to a factor of 4), it is fair to say that GRRMHD solutions belong to the same advection-dominated, slim disc branch. This is confirmed by the fact that for both models, the disc thickness saturates with accretion rate.
This agreement between the turbulent discs and the simplified model of slim discs is not unexpected. Numerical solutions show significant photon trapping inside the disc, which effectively cools the disc by advection. They also show outflows which, for non-rotating BHs, start only from outside radii R 30 (Sadowski et al. 2015a; Sadowski et al. 2016) , and which are not accounted for in the slim disc model. Similarly to photon trapping, one may consider the outflowing gas as another way of cooling the disc. Both factors make numerical solutions radiatively inefficient.
It should be stressed that the relation between the hydrostatic shape of the disc and the transfer of radiation is not straightforward. In all GRRMHD models, h ρ is well inside the disc's photosphere, but forṁ = 24.3 the base of the optically thin funnel is already far from the black hole at z = 1000M. For accretion ratesṁ = 73.1 andṁ = 558.8, the whole domain out to R max = 5000M is optically thick at all θ, so that these two models have no optically thin funnel within the simulation box (Sadowski et al. 2015a) 7 .
Polish doughnuts
Polish doughnut (hereafer PD), also known as "thick accretion disc", is a term describing a model of axisymmetric, stationary accretion structure around a black hole, developed in the early days of accretion astrophysics by the Warsaw group around Bohdan Paczyński (Abramowicz et al. 1978; Paczyński & Wiita 1980; Jaroszyński et al. 1980 ) (see also Fishbone & Moncrief 1976) 8 . PDs are defined basically by the following three properties: Table  1 and Sect. 4). All solutions have M = 10M .
1. These optically thick structures radiate locally at the Eddington rate, i.e., the local effective gravity at the photosphere is balanced by the radiation pressure exerted by radiative flux from the photosphere.
2. The shape H(R) of a PD resembles a huge spheroid with long and narrow funnels along the rotation axis. Narrow funnels can collimate radiation to super-Eddington luminosities (λ ≡ L/L Edd > 10), as was realized long ago by Sikora (1981) and Abramowicz & Piran (1980) (see Sadowski & Narayan 2015b, for numerical verification) . They are presently of interest for modelling ULXs, (ultra-luminous X-ray sources, e.g. King 2009; King & Lasota 2014; Lasota & al. 2015) . In such funnels, the relative vertical thickness of a PD must be necessarily large, χ ≡ (H/R) max 1 and large PD's thickness is thus unavoidable.
3. All the observable properties of a PD are derived from a single ad hoc assumed function, = (R): the specific angular momentum distribution at the PD's photosphere. The specific angular momentum is assumed to be Keplerian, (R in ) = K (R in ), at the inner PD edge R in located between the ISCO and IBCO 9 , which implies a saddle point in the equipressure surfaces there (a cusp). This forces the angular momentum to be Keplerian also at the PD's "centre" corresponding to the pressure maximum. From the assumed (R) one calculates the PD shape H(R), the flux of radiation at the surface f(R), the total luminosity L = f · dS and finally the accretion rate is deduced from the luminosity:Ṁ = L/(c 2 ), where = (R in ) is the radiative accretion efficiency. All these are given in terms of analytic (algebraic) formulae. No physical properties of the PD interior need to be considered. Indeed, one must stress that the PD models do not assume anything specific about their interiors, not even about the equation of state, p = p(ρ, T ). In particular, the pressure (gas and radiation) p, the density ρ, the temperature T and the (nonazimuthal) velocity v do not appear in the model.
In the PD models it was assumed that H(R) corresponds to the photosphere location, however, as checked by Abramowicz et al. (1983) , this in general is not the case. Therefore, as in the case of GRRMHD simulations discussed above, but for different reasons, the relation between the shape of the accretion flow and the radiation transfer is not straightforward.
The PD formalism has the advantage of allowing constructing thick disc models without having to deal with the largely unknown (especially when they were devised) physics of their interiors. This advantage turns into a drawback when physical processes in accretion flows are better understood and numerical models representing structures analogous to PDs become available. For example, the strength of advective cooling in a PD cannot be calculated from properties 1, 2, and 3 above and no previously calculated analytic models of PDs contained advection. Although numerical models reproduce many properties of analytic PDs (e.g. De Villiers & Hawley 2003; Qian et al. 2009 ), as noticed by Abramowicz & Fragile (2013) pressure gradients in PDs are shallower than those in the corresponding numerical simulations. This should mean that numerical models including advection are thinner than analytical PD models with no advection. To test this conclusion Wielgus et al (2015) generalized the PD formalism by including an advection-cooling parameter
The accretion rate is then obtained froṁ
The relative thickness of these generalized, advective PDs is A toy model by Paczyński (1998) illustrates the properties of an extreme PD. In this model no energy is advected because all of it is used to inflate the disc through the pdV work (see also Abramowicz et al. 2000) 10 . Since the pdV work appears in the advective term of the energy conservation equation, Paczyński called his solution "advection-dominated" because radiative cooling was put strictly equal to zero, but obviously advective-cooling is also equal to zero (ζ = 0). There is also no outflow of matter. Although of great heuristic interest, it is unlikely that Paczyński's toy-model can represent any realistic accretion flow since it requires the angular momentum to be almost constant and strongly sub-Keplerian everywhere except near the outer edge, where it rapidly joins the local Keplerian value. For example, numerical simulations show that whenever efficient MRI viscosity appears in a constant angular-momentum accretion flow, the angular momentum very quickly relaxes to Keplerian (see, e.g., Hawley 2000) .
A new version of PDs was recently proposed by Coughlin & Begelman (2014) who considered low angular-momentum super-Eddington accretion flow appearing during so-called tidal disruption events (TDEs), when stars are captured by a supermassive black hole in a galactic centre. As in the case of Paczyński's toy model, the accretion energy inflates the flow into a weakly bound, quasi-spherical structure. When the flow is maximally inflated, it escapes in form of powerful jets. Also in these ZEBRA (zero Bernoulli accretion) flows the angular momentum distribution must have a specific non-Keplerian form. It still not clear if and how ZEBRAs form and what is their evolution and therefore it is too early to decide if their thickness can be reduced by advection.
Discussion
Since the inner (R 30M) regions of super-Eddington accretion flows onto black holes are likely to always be advectiondominated (cf Sadowski et al. 2016) , the very narrow funnels, that are supposed to produce strong radiation beaming near the black hole, most probably do not exist in actually observed accreting systems. Nevertheless such strong beaming might be necessary to explain X-ray sources such as SS 433 (Begelman et al. 2006) and ULXs (King 2009; King & Lasota 2014; Lasota & al. 2015) if they are radiating at super-Eddington luminosities. Strong radiation beaming is certainly necessary to explain the confirmed super-Eddington luminosity of the neutronstar ULX-2 in the galaxy M82 (Kluźniak & Lasota 2015; King & Lasota 2016) . It might also be the case of the ultraluminous supersoft source ULS-1 in M81 (Liu et al. 2015) . However, as mentioned above, we do not know how radiation is emitted from very (ṁ 30) super-Eddington accretion flows, since in this case the emitting surface is located outside the computational grid. One can only speculate that the beaming is determined by the vertical size of the outflow at the so-called spherization radius R ∼ 7ṁM (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973) , in other words by the "walls" formed by the outflows, as suggested by King (2008) .
Conclusions
Since the seminal Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) paper various approaches have been used to describe accretion flows for which the geometrical thinness (H/R 1) cannot be assumed. With respect to geometrical thickness the resulting models could be
